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Foreword

Our Design Report encapsulates the entire workings of our thesis project, MannaPetaquiechen: Island of Rising Water. It documents and catalogues the influences,
drawing processes and architectural components that contribute toward the
choreographed, sacrificial landscape given over to water; a response to current climate
change concerns and consequences. Here, we have created two portfolios that
highlight our individual architectural output, sampling from the chapter in bold below.

The structure followed a narrative of cultivation, each of the five chapters a stage in the
typical farming process: Sow, Irrigate, Fertilise, Harvest, and Yield.
Sow – “plant by scattering on or in the Earth.” Here, we plant the seed for the reader,
introducing the main outline of the thesis, its prevalent influences, and architectural
proposals that are part of this.
Irrigate - “supply water to help grow.” In this chapter, we elaborate on the significant
influences that sculpted the thesis and have been prevalent throughout the two
years of researching and drawing.
Fertilise - “make more productive by adding suitable substances.” As part of the
Fertilise chapter, we focus on the creative processes we developed as part of a
creative initiative to draw, develop, and refine new proposals.
Harvest - “the process of gathering in crops.” Here, we celebrate the final
architectural landscape of Manna-Petaquiechen: Island of Rising Water, guiding
the reader through an in-depth insight into the architectural proposals and
accompanying experimental fields embedded into the Manhattan landscape.

Integrated into this narrative of cultivation, we posited the original Native-American
language of the Lenape People in amongst the language of the landscape. It is a reminder to
the reader - and us both - of the origins of the land: a land that was once the Island of Many
Hills (Mannahatta) is now the Island of Rising Water (Manna-Petaquiechen).

For access to our full Design Report, please email markwaters17@hotmail.co.uk and a link
will be sent for downloading.
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Yield - “produce or provide (a result or gain).” This chapter reflects upon our
individual approach to the practice of architecture, a recognition and distillation of
the way we creatively operate within the architectural profession.

Glossary

an iterative drawing process of printing flipped
tiles using a laser printer, aligning to the page,
brushing with acetone followed scraping

Chuck 				
a short movie filmed and produced by Jason Rosette
				in 1987
Design Report			
a document detailing the entire outworkings of
				Manna-Petaquiechen
Device				
a small model designed to respond to the 		
				environment of Edinburgh
Exhibition Atlas 			
a series of images describing the arrangement of
				exhibited models and drawings
Experimental Fields		
the external area that accompanies a piece of 		
				architecture
Field (i)				
				
				

an acetone printed drawing presenting a collection
of our interests that highlight pertinent 		
research from each group member

Field (ii)				
a set of acetone printed drawings scaled to relevant
				
pieces of research, such as the Chuck 			
				movie and climate data

Iterative Drawing Process 		
				

a process of drawing that includes a number of
steps which are repeated multiple times

Landscape 			
				

a re-working of the land, where ground becomes
wall becomes building becomes field

Lock				
a small piece of new architecture that sits within a
				larger existing building
Plane Table 			
a furniture piece existing in multiple forms across
				time
Projection Drawing 			
an iterative drawing process where an image was
				projected, photographed and traced 			
				repeatedly
Referential Armature		
a device used to reference historical moments in the
				landscape with the Irrigation Armature 		
				on the Plane Table
Route				
a chosen route for experiencing the developed
				
architectures across the landscape, following 		
				water
Thesis Biography 			
a collection of influences that shaped Manna-		
				Petaquiechen

Field Plates			
the drawings that celebrate the developed 		
				architectures within Manna-Petaquiechen

Thesis Drawing 			
the overall workings of the thesis drawn into one
				drawing

Ghosted Building			
a building that has been demolished or no longer
				exists

Thesis Drawing Atlas & Plates		

Gnomon 				

a furniture piece developed to host drawings

Irrigation Armature			
a device that attaches to the Plane Table to instigate
				flooding

an atlas celebrating the Thesis Drawing as 1:1 sheets

Thesis Drawing: Delaminations
the separate layers that the Thesis Drawing can be
				read through
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Acetone Printing			
				
				

Translations

Achgonican		

a fish dam

Aschowin 		

the swim

Gelieclihammen 		

to sow

Gischikenammen		

to produce fruit

Gunaquot-aney		

high path

Kschachen 		

the wind blows hard

Kschippenhellen 		

the water flows rapidly

Mannahatta 		

Island of Many Hills

Manna-Petaquiechen

Island of Rising Water

Manschasqueen		

to reap

Nickpeu-Hakihaken

wet-field

Niskpatton		

to make wet

Psindpeu			

overflowed with water

Sikey-Hakihaken 		

salt-field

Taquichen 		

join together

Witamehellen -Mbi		

to walk with water

Wuliken			

it grows well
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Gahan			shallow water

Manna-Petaquiechen

Harvest - Manschasqueen Exhibition Atlas

Exhibition Atlas

Here, we have virtually modelled what
would have been our thesis exhibition setup.

Manna-Petaquiechen

Manna-Petaquiechen translates from
Native American Lenape to the Island of
Rising Water. It is a series of experimental
laboratories – and accompanying fields
- that produce a realistic strategy for
predicted future climatic norms, specifically
that of rising seas.
This drawing of Manna-Petaquiechen
encapsulates the many aspects of the thesis
we consider to be prevalent in a realistic
setting. It gathers and celebrates the
proposed architectures, their influences in
terms of tools we have crafted through its
development, and environmental conditions
in which the thesis thrives.
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Harvest - Manschasqueen Thesis Drawing

Thesis Drawing

Manna-Petaquiechen

The various architectures located across
this landscape utilise the abundance of
water in an ever-uncertain climate. Current
protocol within major western cities is
to block out the water and keep it at the
shores, a response that fails to engage with
this natural resource. Manna-Petaquiechen
is a landscape that not only endures this
predicted plethora of water from the edges
of the island, but also attempts to thrive
through managing it.
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Thesis Drawing Delamination

Manna-Petaquiechen

The base of this drawing locates and
contextualises the surrounding judicial
programmes that will continue to function
throughout the proposed landscape
of experimental fields, an embedded
fascination and reminder of the ‘strange’
experience of visiting the Civic Center.
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Thesis Drawing Delamination

Manna-Petaquiechen

In the 17th century, Collect Pond – the
original watering hole for a small but
growing city – naturally existed. This is
when Manhattan was known as Mannahatta,
translating from Lenape to Island of Many
Hills. As the land was flattened and the grid
system imposed, Collect Pond was buried.
This location is apt for Manna-Petaquiechen
as an area of sacrificial, choreographed
wet-scape, in an area that is politically,
historically and environmentally relevant.
This weathering layer acknowledges a
continual awareness of the climate and
natural aspects of the environment, a trait
developed through our iterative drawing
process of Acetone Printing. The parkland
across the landscape works both as park and
as sacrificial land for potential flooding, an
awareness of climatic and environmental
changes across a myriad of timescales.
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Harvest - Manschasqueen Thesis Drawing

Thesis Drawing Delamination

Manna-Petaquiechen

Locating an orchestrated flood in a location
such as this plays a key role in challenging
the priorities of the political bodies in
control of the island against their decisions
to act against climate change.
The two routes, referred also as walks
with water, are a way of celebrating the
architectures across the landscape using the
water as a guide.
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Thesis Drawing Delamination
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a. Wind Farm
- and field of hurricane resistant wind
turbines
b. Fish Farm
- and field of open-air tanks
c. Coral Plantation
- and field of Lagoons
d. East River Swimming Pools
e. Two Bridges Pier
f. Bloom Power Pool
g. Salt Pans
- and field of salt ponds
h. Eco-Pesticide Farm
- and field of pest-plant farms
i. Flood Simulation Pools
- and field of pool pits
j. Overflow Basins
k. Bathing Pools
l. Tank Vessel
m. Ground Water Reservoir
n. Gracie Petite
o. The Protest Reservoir
p. East River
q. Two Bridges Bay
r. Two Bridges Inlet
s. Sacrificial Garden Basins
Proposed Future Developments
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Salt Storage Extensions
Debris Capture, Filtration and Store
Aqueduct Administration
The Baths Administration
Tank Vessel Administration
Plant Filtration Testing
Broadway Cistern
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Harvest - Manschasqueen Thesis Drawing

Current Proposal

A walk with water, we begin the breezy boat
ride in East River, passing the Wind and
Tidal Farms, along with the Coral Plantation.
Bypassing the East River Swimming Pools
and sailing in the shadow of Brooklyn
Bridge, we enter the residential harbour
that’s part of Two Bridges Bay, where we
approach the Salt Pans and accompanying
Surge Plug - the sound of salt being scraped
can faintly be heard amidst the waves
against the boat.
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Harvest - Manschasqueen Route One

Route One

Energy Farm | Fish Farm | Coral Plantation
Field Plate

The architectures and their experimental
fields across the landscape are designed
to be integrated into the walls created
and located using the projection process
of drawing. Most dramatically this occurs
in East River, where the Energy Farm is
situated. This Energy Farm consists of
a Wind Farm and a Tidal Farm, of which
the wind turbines are hurricane resistant
meaning that alongside harvesting energy
from wind regularly throughout the year,
they can also withstand a higher windspeed
than that of regular wind turbines.

As part of this architectural piece sitting
in East River, there is also a Fish Farm. It is
not a farm with the aim to produce fish for
consumption, rather it is for reproducing
local fish populations and then letting
loose in the wild. There are multiple pools
(not all for fish repopulating) that each
host different types of fish, such as carp
and mulberry fish. The other pools here
consist of Aquaponics – where plants and
fish survive symbiotically through giving
each other nutrients – and an Algae Pool,
where the algae will be harvested and used
as feed for both the Coral Plantation and the
Bloom Power Pool. Experiments within the
Aquaponics pool regard that of combining
local fish with food types that can be grown
through the method of hydroponics.
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Harvest - Manschasqueen Route One

Alongside this, a Coral Plantation is situated
off the coast. Here, coral will be artificially
grown and initially separate from East
River water. Marine will be sourced specific
for the Coral Pool and the stage it is at
in becoming a flourishing coral habitat.
Gradually, the Coral Pool will be adapted
to survive and thrive as part of East River
with marine life and water local to the
location. This adaptation will occur over
the course of tens of years (considering the
rate at which coral grows) and will involve
the gradual replacement of imported
water to that of local East River Water, as
well as the introduction of local marine
life. Theoretically, if this is successful,
the architecture surrounding the coral
plantation will be adapted to encompass
a new area of riverbed, allowing the coral
to become exposed to the body of water:
here the coral can thrive as well as act as a
barrier against thrashing waves in stormy
weather.
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a. Hurricane Resistant Wind Turbines
b. Hydro and Wind Energy Generators
c. Control Centre
d. Utilities
e. Plant Room
f. East River

g
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Fish Farm

Experimental and Breeding Pools:
The Aquaponics Pool experiments with the
growth of plants (wheat, corn) through
hydroponics, whilst hosting an array
of fish within the water that contribute
nutrients. The aim is to create a symbiosis
of nutrients and energy between plant and
fish. The pool experiments with different
combinations of fish and plant, using fish
from the accompanying reproduction
ponds that are part of the farm (such as
carp and mulberry fish - local to New York
waters).
- the Algae Pool grows algae solely as a
food source for the fisheries, the Coral
Plantation as well as the Bloom Power
Pool
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Section
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a. Coral Plantation Laboratory
b. Coral Plantation Storage
c. Surge Plug
d. Surge Water Storage
e. Laboratory Utilities
f. Coral Plantation Testing Pools
g. East River
Fish Farm
h. Fish Farm Laboratory
i. Fish Farm Storage
j. Utilities
k. Surge Plug
l. Algae Pool
m. Filtering Pool
n. Water Lily Pool
o. Carp Pool
p. Duck Pool
q. Aquaponics
r. Mulberry Fishpond
s. Silkworm Pavilion
t. A Wheatfield: A Confrontation
u. Wheat Storage and Farming
v. East River
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Coral Plantation

Coral Plantation

Coral Plantation Testing Pools:
- hard coral reef bed made from recycled
materials
- initially an artificial reef with sourced
marine life placed in pools, rather than
naturally attracting marine life to the
artificial reef
- slowly and gradually over time, local
marine life is introduced as well as
untreated East River water, allowing the
reef to potentially adapt
- if successful, the reef will create part of
the coastline, and in stormy weather the
hard reef helps protect the coast against
thrashing waves
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Section

East River
Swimming Pools

The pools consist of one pool for lanes,
and another for recreational use, with an
accompanying pavilion hosting a café and
other utilities. Throughout the year, the
open-air pools are used in an array of ways:
in academic months of the year, educational
facilities use them for teaching the basics
of scuba-diving, canoeing and other water
sports. Through the winter months, the
pools are converted into rinks, which again
are used both leisurely and educationally.
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Field Plate

East River
Swimming Pools
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a. Play Pool
b. Length Pool
c. Pools Deck
d. Cafe
e. Kitchen
f. Kitchen Store
g. Cafe Utilities
h. Pools Reception
i. East River
j. Two Bridges Inlet
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East River
Swimming Pools

Pools:
The pools consist of a recreational
pool and a pool for lanes, with an
accompanying pavilion housing utilities
and a cafe.
- both pools use filtered water from the
East River
- months including and between March
through October, pools will be used as
pools
- months of the academic year the pools
will also be used educationally for scuba
diving, canoeing, and teaching the basics
of other water sports
- months including and between
November through February, the pools
adapt into leisurely ice rinks
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Section

Salt Pans Surge Plug

The Salt Pans area of the landscape is a
combination of salt evaporation ponds that
vary in depth, as well as accommodation for
the person in control of the Surge Plug: this
plug controls the water allowed into the salt
ponds from Two Bridges Bay.
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Field Plate
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Salt Pans Surge Plug
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h
Salt Pans
a. Salt Pans Control Centre
b. Salt Storage Modules
c. Salt Pans
d. Salt Transportation Train
e. Salt Pans Canal
f. Salt Treatment Facility
Salt Pans Surge Plug
g. Salt Pans Surge Plug
h. Salt Pans Surge Plug Operator
i. Surge Plug Operator’s House
j. Surge Plug Operator’s Viewing Platform
k. Salt Pans Canal
l. East River
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Salt Pans Surge Plug

Salt Evaporation Ponds:
- water is flooded into the salt evaporation
ponds using a surge canal from Two
Bridges Bay
- the colour of the salt ponds are
descriptive of the algae that grows in the
water regarding the salinity levels: red,
pink and orange hues indicate medium
salinity levels, as well as the varying
depths of salt pond across the field
- salt is harvested, treated and stored on
site - it is then used as a grit component
for icy months, or shipped other
plantations, farms and pools across the
landscape (such as Coral Plantation and
Bloom Power Pool)
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